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what
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seen
Sigma
the best shows ever
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arm roll, securing a fall in 4 minutes The Y. M. C. A. and the
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In the 175 pound class, Captain Mr. Woods of Shingletown, who faculty will produce “The College will give a biographical sketch of
F. L. Pattee an
Lesh was thrown by Bame in 7 was recently burned out, and who Boy’s Wedding” tonight in the Dr. Gill, and Prof.
everything. Besides the Auditorium. Don’t miss it! If appreciation of his character and
has
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Nelson
minute 51 seconds
there was a family of five you do, you will be “too far his services to the college. The
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Five minutes of grappling in the o’clock this afternoon (Thursday). be there tonight.
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Costumes.

Three weeks from to-morrow night
organization will produce its annual show, prior to the
extended trip which will be made
by the thirty-two actors and actorines in the first week in April.
Coach Downing is working his
men night and day to produce a
show which will equal and indeed
surpass all past productions given

the Thespian
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it would seem that such will surely
be the result. Novelty dances will
be introduced, the equal of which
has not been seen in any of our
modem ball rooms. The ban has
not been placed on the Turkey Trot
or the Hula Hula but rather two
more striking and graceful dances,
notably the “Japanese Glide” and
the “Camel Ride” will be presented
to the followers of the Thespians
on Friday, March 15.
The first scene laid in the Armory at Penn State presents an entirely new idea for future comyou
mencement
dances—Can
guess it ?
The second act of the show transports the audience to Japan and introduces a wonderful panorama of
Japanense scenes and characters,
and any person who has never had
the pleasure of a trip to Japan cannot well afford to miss this chance
of seeing its wonders and beauties.
The management has gone to a,
great expense to procure elaborate
unique, and dazzling costumes,
which together with the appropriate
and beautiful scenery that is being
prepared by famous artists, are sure
to hold the audience bewildered
and spell-bound.
The first show has usually been
considered a trial one but this year
the finished product will be placed
before the public. No true Penn
State man, from senior to freshman,
can afford to miss the blushing but
confident de’but of this brilliant
production “The Commandant.”
Yale Meet.
The Yale wrestling team will furnish the first contest at State Col-

lege Friday evening at se\ en o’clock
in the Armory. Perry and Avery
who were on the Yale team last
year will be in the contest tomorrow
night. The meet will be the best
on an floor. Admission by tickets
only will be allowed by the management.

